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 Stiffness
perception
was
dominated by the perturbation
depth
 Identical cubes can appear to be made of different materials
 Participants assumed a constant force moving the cylinder

 Average mesh deformation
per cube (mean across
frames) resembles
the
pattern of the rating data

Mesh Deformation

 25 animations (1 s) of a cube (73 cm3) being
pushed in by a cylinder (simulated in RealFlow)

original cube

deformed cube

difference vectors

 Color-coded deformation (averaged over time) shows
that how each mesh deforms is mainly determined by
the perturbation depth, not the cube‘s stiffness

 Stiffness of the cube and depth of the cylinder
 721 vertices on the 3 visible sides of the cube
were varied in 5 steps each
 Indeed, the mean deformation per cube correlates
 12 participants rated the cubes on a scale from  Distance between each vertex in the original cube and corres- highly with the perceived softness (normalized for
each participant): r = .95
ponding one in the deformed cube as measure of deformation
soft to hard
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 Stiffness perception was mainly
determined by the simulated
stiffness

Time Course of Mesh Deformation

 In our specific scene the
average cube deformation is
a good approximation of the
perceived softness

Depth 4.7 cm:

 25 animations (1 s) of a cube (73 cm3) being
released from a cylinder that was pushed into
the back (invisible to the observer)

 Stiffness of the cube and depth of the cylinder
were varied in 5 steps each
 12 participants rated the cubes from soft to hard

 Average deformation per cube
oscillates in a characteristic manner
 The fundamental frequency, fitted
decay constant and amplitude
describe this behavior
 Linear combination of the three
predicts the rating data, but cannot
explain all variance: R2 = 72.5%

 The average cube deformation is determined by the
stiffness as well as the perturbation depth
 Despite the characteristic motion pattern, the simple
average cube deformation over time can predict the
rating very well: it correlates highly with the perceived
softness (normalized for each participant): r = .94

Unlike purely optical material
properties (like gloss), attributes
such as stiffness or elasticity
only become visible through
interactions with an external
force. There is an inherent
ambiguity in their behavior
since it is determined by both
their physical properties and the
external force applied.

Which visual cues do we
use to infer an object‘s
stiffness?
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